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in New York and is represented in Toronto by the firm of Haydel Law Firm. The facts in this case are
undisputed. Apart from the question of its reading of the contract between the parties, the arbitrator's
decision in this matter is supported by the law of Ontario. Accordingly, the decision of the arbitrator is

affirmed. At the time of the decision in this case, the plaintiff was an employee of the defendant through
the defendant's sole proprietorship, Ideal Distribution Corporation Limited (Ideal). Plaintiff was a box
packer employed by Ideal. In a job action taken by the defendant, plaintiff lost his position as a box

packer but was transferred to a packing position in another department. The transfer was made pursuant
to an agreement made by Ideal with the defendant, whereby Ideal would pay the defendant a monthly

salary for the work performed by the plaintiff by the defendant. The agreement states that it is in
consideration of the transfer of the services and work from Ideal to the defendant, provided that the

plaintiff will not voluntarily quit or terminate his employment as a result of such transfer. As the plaintiff
was not satisfied with the packing position he was given, he refused to continue working, and the

defendant then terminated his employment. Under the collective agreement between the parties, the
defendant was obligated to pay the plaintiff his regular hourly rate for all hours worked by him in the role

of box packer. It had never paid the plaintiff for hours worked in other roles in the box packing
department, nor was it paying the plaintiff for any hours worked in the packing role after he was
transferred by the defendant to the other department. The arbitrator found that the employment

agreement between the parties gave rise to a contractual obligation on the part of the defendant to pay
the plaintiff for all his hours worked in his role as a box packer. The arbitrator concluded that the

defendant owed the plaintiff "a wage for his services during the period of his transfer to the packing
department". Therefore, the arbitrator ordered the defendant to pay the plaintiff $2,965.50 (representing
unpaid wages for all his hours worked in the packing role). The arbitrator held that the defendant was not
allowed to rely on the language of the agreement in paragraph 2 which stated that "the employee shall
not voluntarily quit or terminate his employment as a result of such transfer" because, in the arbitrator's
view, a reasonable interpretation of the language of the agreement was that the term "employment" as
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namespace Aws { namespace
Utils { namespace Json {

class JsonValue; class
JsonView; } // namespace
Json } // namespace Utils

namespace Macie2 {
namespace Model { /** * A

tag associated with an
assessment.See Also: AWS *

API Reference */ class
AWS_MACIE2_API

TagSummary { public:
TagSummary(); TagSummary

(Aws::Utils::Json::JsonView
jsonValue); TagSummary& op
erator=(Aws::Utils::Json::Json
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View jsonValue);
Aws::Utils::Json::JsonValue

Jsonize() const; /** * The key-
value pair that defines the
tag. */ inline const Tag&
GetTag() const{ return

m_tag; } /** * The key-value
pair that defines the tag. */
inline bool TagHasBeenSet()
const { return e79caf774b

Is there an easy way to do this? A: A good way to
do this is to use the findstr command, which

searches strings in files. We can use it to find.rar
files whose name contains "Meadow". findstr

{Meadow}.rar The brackets are used to group the
wildcard characters, which are '*' (for any number
of any characters), '?' (for any one character) and
'*?' (for any single character). On Linux you can

use the -r switch, which makes the search
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recursive. This will search all sub-directories
recursively as well. Another way to do this is to
use the find command, which allows wildcards.

find. -iname '*.rar' Again, you can include -r
(recursive), -maxdepth (limit the depth of the
search) and -iname (allow subdirectories to be
searched) A more sophisticated way to do this
would be to use grep and regular expressions.

find. -type f -regextype egrep -regex '.*(.rar|.ZIP)'
The regular expression will match any character.

However, it will only search those files which
contain.rar and.zip endings. You can use this to

search for any thing which has.rar and.zip
endings. # If you want to ignore files with.rar
or.zip endings find. -type f -regextype egrep

-regex '.*(.rar|.zip)' -delete When you use find you
should use the -delete option to delete files that
you do not want to keep. Grep will be the most
efficient way to do this, but may generate more
output. A: The following seems to be as efficient

as any of the other methods, but it is more
general: find. \( -iname "*.rar" -o -iname "*.zip" \)
-exec rm {} \; The parentheses here enclose the

find command in an single subshell; the backslash
before the closing brace, in turn, expands out to
the whole of the find command. The {} will store
the single matching file(s) that will be passed as
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arguments to the rm command. Note that the rm
command will need to be provided with the -i

(inconsistent ignore value) flag
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